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Beehive Plumbing has been serving businesses in Utah since 1999. We offer a wide range of services that include
commercial plumbing system repairs, brand new installation, and ongoing routine maintenance that keeps your
pipes in excellent condition all year long.
Our commercial plumbers in UT are fully bonded & insured Licensed Master Plumber. Our commercial plumbers are
certified to work on all plumbing systems for all commercial properties. We’ve completed work in office buildings,
hotels, condos, apartments, medical facilities, retail stores, and shopping centers. Our goal is to provide you with
efficient service, work of the highest quality anywhere in the industry, and affordable rates that stay within your
company’s budget.

24/7 Emergency Service Available
What sets Beehive Plumbing apart is that we are here whenever your business needs us. We offer emergency
commercial plumbing repair service 24 hours a day, seven days a week . If your business has been disrupted in
the middle of the night by a plumbing problem, contact us right away. We’ll send a team of plumbing specialists out
with all the equipment and tools needed to perform the job on-site. We can identify the issues, and fix your plumbing
in no time at all. Don’t let an emergency keep you from operating business. Contact us today.

100% Guaranteed Commercial Plumbing Service
Our experienced team of commercial plumbers has the training and skill necessary to help business owners
discover solutions to even the most complex and challenging plumbing problems. Our services are specifically
designed to meet your needs. Some of them include:
Hydro Jet Drain Cleaning: We blast out clogged lines and substantial blockage with a Hydro Jet. Hydro jet drain
cleaning is the safest and most efficient method of completely clearing your pipeline. It’s a residue free solution that
doesn’t hurt your plumbing.
Video Camera Line Inspection: Thanks to advanced video camera line inspection, we can quickly identify the
blockage in your plumbing line in half the time as conventional methods.
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Flushometer Maintenance: We offer Flushometer valve rate and volume control to open a water supply to any
fixture without allowing water to damage the pipes by sudden impact.
Commercial Plumbing Repair: Our plumbing repair is more than just fixing pipes. We can also replace broken
handles, failed toilet parts, loose connections, broken drain lids, and other major and minor components of your
pipes.
Urinal / Toilet Repair: Nothing is more frustrating than a backed up or broken toilet or urinal. We can fully restore
your toilets and clear out your urinal line. We can also replace your toilets or urinals with brand new models.
Faucet Leaks: Leaks in faucets are usually caused by small broken components. The good news, they’re quick,
easy, and very affordable to fix. Dripping faucets are irritating. Get them fixed today.
Water Heaters: Whether you have a tank heater or tankless heater, we work on all models old and new. We can
perform flushes, replace parts, and make recommendations on whether you need a new model.
Low Water Pressure: Blocks in the line, damaged water heater, or an even deeper problem in the ground can
cause low water pressure. No problem, however, is too large to restore pressure into your system. We can identify
issues in your plumbing no matter where it’s located.
Broken Pipes: Busted pipes often occur when temperatures are below
freezing. Ground movement, impact or corrosion can also cause issues.
We repair and replace all types of piping including galvanized steel,
PVC, copper, and plastic.

Contact Beehive Plumbing for Commerical Service Today
At Beehive Plumbing, we have built a solid reputation in Salt Lake City
as a commercial plumber that you can trust with all your plumbing
needs. We guarantee that you will be 100% satisfied with the both the
work we perform and the products we use. We offer a 1-Year Parts &
Labor Guarantee and a 6-Year Water Heater Installation Guarantee. We
are your Utah commercial plumbing experts!
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